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Abstract—In this study, we deploy the impact of Education, Social Media, Motivation, and Virtual Reality on Mobile application development. The mission of mobile application development studies is to advance the understanding of this technology in order to use it in favor of children with learning difficulties, young athletes seeking extra field coaching, and parents concerned with their children development. The primary goal of this study was to investigate the user’s habits, motivations and technical possibilities in order to develop mobile learning and coaching activities in the e-environment process. The Smart Sport app is dedicated to provide these target market with the proper tool of electronic coaching.

This paper aims to review 70 researchers and their articles about how the above assets affect directly the mobile application design. By doing so, it re-investigate the relationship between existing demand opportunities and the future of the application technology, considering that the mobile applications environment has a multitude of particularities generated by the complex system of devices, hardware, and software profiles and categories of users. Using the grounded theory, a model was developed and evaluated based on how Motivation, Education, Social Media Network, and Virtual Reality affects the development of mobile applications using data from JSTOR and Academic Search Premier database.

Index Terms—Education; Social Media; Motivation; Virtual Reality; Learning; Electronic coaching; Opportunities; Demand; Software/Devices; e-Environment; Performance; Innovation.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is growing literature on mobile application development [1]. Apps and gadgets are not new to our society, however recent studies have been conducted to implement new factors of influence behind the existing features. If properly designed, mobile application can guarantee competitive advantage in the market because the demand for digital products has increased significantly in the past few years. New types of devices, like tablets with its evolved interface from button-click to touch-screen, has opened new perspectives in the human-computer interaction for both users and software designers [2]. It is my main argument that mobile application will be an extra classroom/field tool for both students and athletes seeking to strive for greatness. Due to the increasing demand for technology and digital devices, the mobile app fits as the most accessible platform capable to provide dynamic learning, quick feedback, rewards programs, and insert/engage the user in a parallel world of learning [3-5]. This work intend to discuss how my mobile app Smart Sport will revolutionize American youth soccer by proving one of the most complete tools for extra field training.

The research is relevant, comprehensive, and transparent in explaining the correlation between the four variables and the main goal. My preferred approach is to state one by one influences and relations to the app design [6, 7]. The fast adoption of smartphones, tablet computers and other mobile devices have allowed new opportunities for consumers to interact with others or go electronic shopping, and also capture information anywhere in the world based on GPS services. Therefore, consumers are more active and informed at the same time. These trends are closely linked to the changes of consumers' needs and behavior [8]. Those changes are what this paper will dig to promote true delivery of an electronic platform capable to offer the user’s leverage of performance in both academic and athletic standards. Furthermore, this study provides a rich construction of an instrument for mobile application efficiency that can serve as a “first-mover” element for future work to understand the impacts of mobile application usability and can be used as reference to develop new effective mobile apps [9]. This paper will not only permit the progress of existing mobile devices, but will allow the future development of every time tighter relations between education, motivation, social media, and virtual reality to the app development processes [10-12]. Because the users are affectionate about their electronic devices, they will benefit directly from the outcomes associated with learning through it, therefore, they will be more likely to cope in future researches, they will more likely to adapt to future learning apps, and they will engage in “fun” learning environments, increasing society’s overall number of children committed to classrooms and sports.

Technology is as much a product of social construction as of technical innovation and this evaluation research could successfully define my social construction goal as the leveraging of soccer playing on the distance, at any time [13]. There is an entire enterprise environment demand for this technology asset [1] and a growing demand for on youth academy sports in USA that will only fu'rther my desire to create a
supportive tool to meet those standards. Entering data into a digital format and eliminating handwritten data sheets [14] for youth coaches and its players should create an optimization of coaching, parental guidance, and overall team performance.

While searching for the most profitable solution to the app design, we considered allocating resources that balanced the cost of testing multiple designs against the potential profits resulted [15]. Because we collected positive results from concept testing, such as voice of the customer (VOC) [16], user analysis, conjoint analysis, Kano methods, and Pugh concept selection, we concluded that our target market expressed on page ten, will more than absorb product placement. By using computer systems, through their ability to rapidly store, manipulate and communicate multimedia information, I will offer multi-dimensional distance practicing environments. For an extent use of online learning and offline individual work will more than create interaction and simulation [17] off my mobile Smart Sport application. Supported by Yueh-Min I can assure my users that the advanced electronic device applied on education will not only create a better learning environment for students, but also enhance their learning motivation [18].

I concluded that my app development will be a process of social integration between my clients (coaches and soccer players), with the objective to create a common workplace to solve their needs. Also, we conclude that there must be a solid fundamental training program based on rewarding for the users to have the motivation in becoming better learners. This evaluation research on the Smart Sport mobile app development proved that this extrinsic motivation influence the self-perception of competence and self-affirmation of the users [19]. Using words from [20] to state that people’s attention spans are shrinking, I reinforce the need for development of an app that manages objects and moves around inside virtual environments. I conclude only Virtual Reality can allow users to travel to places they wouldn’t otherwise be able to see. I also conclude that the person who has control over its own directions, have a better desire to keep on learning and leveraging if it is the master of its progress. Finally, I have to agree with Harrison, Harvy, and Rutstr stating that it is clear that virtual words have the ability to coordinate and allow the user to be present at multiple places instantly and at the same time [21].

II. RESEARCH METHOD

A. Review Centric Method

The Research Method used in this paper follows the review centric research [22]. Recently combining research methods e.g. [23] p. 112 became increasingly important in particular when pursuing the goal of gaining competitive advantage in the mobile application industry, facing an increasing demand for electronic devices dynamics inside classrooms and outside sports’ fields [24] p. 613.” One form for “developing new theoretical insights” [22] p. 506 is the review centric research approach in which a researcher reviews “existing theory and research” [22] p. 506, but the argument can be made that we also can include case study research findings that are based on the real world observation of practitioners and organizations e.g.[24, 25]. In the research presented here the focus is on combining the most important findings on mobile application elements based on both hedonic and utilitarian motivations. The group of hedonic elements deals with the forms, drawings, and social elements. The utilitarian elements group deals with the information and structural parts. Both findings suggest practical guidelines for companies to build apps that will successfully attend consumers’ needs [8]. The first group are the students, for example, if students struggle to understand an in-class exercise, then they will be able to retrieve that assignment later on their own mobile devices and review and practice their exercises [26]. The second groups, are the athletes, with an extrinsic motivation influencing their self-perception of competence and their self-affirmation [19, 27]. Those elements I have identified in the academic literature based on which I determine that using computer systems, through their ability to rapidly store, manipulate and communicate multimedia information, would allow users to emerge in a multi-dimensional distance practicing environments [17], education not only creates a better learning environment for students but also enhances their learning motivation [18]. This theory advances our understanding that the mobile applications development is producing a new class of innovators, creators and producers in our society [7, 22] p. 507”. In this study I identify the most important benefits of developing mobile applications aids the workforce and the classrooms, and also permits faster transactions, wireless communication, and better job performances [27] help in the current business or organizational situation to build our mobile application to accomplish the top market share in coaching related apps. My research approach incorporates the “interpretive paradigm” in which a rich description of each factor in our current academic or athletic context is established [24] p. 615.

A comprehensive literature review on innovation and e-learning technology created a theoretical foundation of the paper. Using the novel theoretical insight, several different approaches in gathering manuscripts, articles, and models to build up my idea clearly. Inspired by past discussions and directions that provided a synthesis and a convenient repository for existing knowledge, a model was developed and evaluated using interviews to advance our understanding of mobile app development relevant to manufacturing organizations. This is an asset topic as the recent increasing demand for mobile apps, virtual reality devices, and self-coaching appears to be fairly attractive. A new model is presented to encapsulate highly dynamic interaction of technology innovation and communication to provide results that reflect on the fast-paced networking behavior and its implications on self-learning.

The research methods used in this study follows the principles outlined by [22]. It is a comprehensive literature review on mobile application development. Over one hundred articles have been reviewed in relevant journals such as JSTOR, ABI/Inform, and Academic Search Premier, which created a theoretical foundation of the paper. Four methods are for
B. Pillars of Mobile Application Development

The research that has been developed in regard of the design of mobile applications is rich in detail and information. It is easy to understand that a number of factors must be considered during the development process in order for the mobile application to be effective. To create a technology up to date device, effective and flexible to the fast-pace demographic demand, it is key to invest in a complete market research, followed by a detailed product specifications, and summarized by an illustrative flowchart. The optimization of tasks and the ability of the users (workers/students) are key design requirements that must be aimed by all producers of mobile apps. I definitely agree that there is an entire enterprise environment demand for this technology asset [1]. For example, if students struggle to understand an in-class exercise, then they will be able to retrieve that assignment later on their own mobile devices and review and practice their exercises [26]. Also, I believe that mobile devices can not only affect the users themselves, but also provide the manufacturers back with a network of commerce. Talking about commercial transactions and easier methods of payments over mobile networks is a key reason why this technology is taking up the market [30] and many companies are creating virtual stores in their apps. We need to consider not only the specifics benefits of developing mobile applications that aid the workflow and the classrooms, but also the consequences in the society in overall: faster transactions, wireless communication, and better job performances [27]. Entering data into a digital format and eliminating handwritten data sheets [14] should be considered the “reinvention of the wheel” in the 21th Century. I can only agree with the idea that mobile applications development is producing a new class of innovators, creators and producers in our society [7].

III. DISCUSSION

A. Education & Learning

The research about mobile application impact on learning is a matter of great interest to me because I want to be able to influence young soccer players to practice their skills outside the soccer lessons with an app that I will develop. Education and sports are key to nurture children with the best opportunities in life and educate them in a competitive and responsible setting. My thoughts can be sustained by the idea that since the creation of the first educational mobile apps, students can learn the knowledge and access the information anytime and anywhere without too much additional efforts [31]. Also, my research can be supported by any point stated by Evrim, Yueh-Min, and Russell, Elizabeth, Ray, & Peter. First, I started by line of thoughts based on the concept that extended classroom interaction to other locations via communication networks [29] is highly effective to eager apprentices. Second, Smart Sport App would have the potential to provide multi-dimensional distance practicing environments, aligning coaches in one side and players on the other side of the network. This is possible because computers can rapidly store, manipulate and communicate multimedia information. The app would use online learning styles and offline individual work to create interaction and simulation [20] off my mobile application. Also, I agree with Yueh-Min when he states that the advanced mobile device application on education not only create a better learning environment for students but also enhance their learning motivation [21]. Motivation to learn is the key outcome to any professor, because there is no willing, nor capability to absorb information better performed when the student is actually interested in obtaining it. Finally, I must agree with Russell, because an ideal education tool coming from a mobile device is expected to rapidly store, manipulate and communicate multimedia information, just to provide a multi-dimensional distance teaching opportunity [20]. The success of using mobile applications as an education tool will be directly related to the ability of the manufacturer to explore the production and delivery of quick, online data, and how it will capture the users’ motivation to learn and practice its exercises in the distance. The mobile development is directly tied to education by three main variables: Quick delivery of content; online exercises; and e-learning. An online-based learning system offers more benefits than traditional learning channels. It mainly provides a time, user group size, and geographical location in an independent learning platform. It also compresses a vast amount of Internet Web sites and deliver it to students in a very low data charge [32]. Also, the ‘collective face wants’ of the online community led to the creation of an online space in which participants were supported by their peers to do ‘being critical’ [33], online exercises would foster learning by increasing peer pressure when the results were posted online and allowed comparison among users. E-learning opens up new frontiers for professional learning, supports knowledge generation and management [34].

B. Social Media Network

The research done involving social media network and its role in mobile application development is mainly centered on how well the device will allow its end-users to receive and feedback the sender with communication and quick data exchange. For example, if my mobile app is designed to soccer players willing to practice outside lessons, and post their progress in their personal networks, my app should be developed on the premise of that specific goal [35]. Being socially integrated through online mass communication is a premise of an online network capable to retain users, create online forums, distribute campaigns and unify globalization. Just as [36] proposed, it should be a process of social integration between my clients (coaches and soccer players), with the objective to create a common workplace to solve the athlete skills’ problems and provide them back with their coaches’ solutions. I agree with [13] when he states that technology is as much a product of social construction as of technical innovation, and this evaluation research is
designing the competency of their players (or pupils). As the authors followed by rewarding would clearly be an accurate tester of over time by the coaches, and constant performance testing this app. I feel that these athletic skills must be maintained and therefore reserve resources for the other games of the set and match. On the contrary, he explains, if the person is instead a beginner, it will probably just concentrate on winning each single game and will be exhausted halfway through the match. He concludes his thoughts addressing that long-term reward values for individual actions is a learned intelligence for the successful achievement of distant goals [44].

We also have to consider what Kowitz (1959) set different definitions for long term rewards or stimulation and motivation. For Kowitz, all the way back in those days, on one side stimulation was seen as a general affective arousal, which the teacher can obviously develop in his students in the educational situation. And on the other side, motivation would go beyond general affective arousal to orient the student toward a specific activity, which, it was assumed, would result in the desired learning [45]. I also believe in punishment as effective strategy to make myself perform better, as cited [46], but I do not believe punishment works for everyone, thus I will not count on punishment in my mobile app development. I think that the fundamental concept behind the training process is the overall performance enhancement based on the final outcome as motivation. The motivation concept must be carefully taken into consideration during the mobile app development because they are part of the main idea behind why athletes will purchase the app: better performances and self-determination. We observe motivation working as a valuable asset to our app, when we observed Cassandra (8 years old) constantly doing her soccer assignments after the coach promise her two stars. The situation was different when he only told her to do it. Finally, we must consider the study of Pallak, Costomiris, Sroka, and Pittman (1982) stating that the experience of drawing to earn a reward apparently led children to view the activity as a means to an outcome, rather than an outcome itself. Rewards coming from external sources thus seemed to supplant whatever intrinsic rewards an activity provided. As a result, the activity was unlikely to be performed unless external rewards were available [47]. A present study developed by Nikou in Computers in Human Behavior [48], revealed important justification for my correlation between motivation and mobile app development: it states that the analysis of both pre- and post-motivation tests shows a more positive motivational orientation when computers and mobile devices are being used as delivery mediums. Also, a student evaluation implemented after the experimental phase of the procedure showed a significant increase in education leveraging for low-achieving students who were tested on their mobile and computer-based assessment [48]. The positive effects of computers and mobile devices on students’ learning motivation suggest that they can be used as a promising alternative to paper and pencil assessment.
procedures. Furthermore, a study conducted between urban and suburban school psychologists in terms of their motivation and self-regulation assessment beliefs, practices, and professional development needs, proved that these urban and suburban users found motivation and self-assessment referrals on a significant frequent basis, valued these processes, and were very interested in professional growth training [49].

D. Virtual Reality

The effect of virtual reality is gained by skillful readers each time they engage the printed word [50]. I chose to research about Virtual Reality influence over Mobile Application development, because of the success of the app called Pokemon Go. I believe Pokemon Go have stepped out from other app games because it mixes virtual world with reality. As an example, the player would walk around the city (real) looking for Pokemon (virtual). Everything about these technologies of virtual reality emphasize audience interaction, immersion, or participation over watching from a single vantage point [51]. The research that has been done involving Virtual Reality, because it has revolutionized the whole application market. VR is therefore a keystone in mobile application development because it is now centered on bringing great competitive advantage to the product. The future of mobile application is VR. We all feel more involved in a game or app that would allow us to mix daily life and virtual reality. For example, in my app, once the player feels that it can perform a practice, submit his video (real), and receive a video from a soccer star such as Cristiano Ronaldo (virtual) talking to it, it would feel very engaged in its practice and would use the app more often. Indeed, I can be justified by what [16] stated: people, whose attention spans are shrinking, could become inserted by managing objects and moving around in virtual environments. Virtual Reality would allow them to travel to places they would not otherwise be able to see. They could conduct experiments that they could not afford without simulation, and they could enter imaginary realms [16]. I also believe that the person who has control over its own directions, have a better desire to keep on learning and leveraging if it is the master of its progress. Finally, I have to agree with Harrison, Haruvy, and Rutstr stating that it is clear that virtual words have the ability to coordinate and allow the user to be present at multiple places instantly and at the same time [17]. In fact, a question can be posed with a call for us to try understanding VR as a measurement (the user receives clear illustrations of an action) than the second dimension platforms. Therapists’ self-reported knowledge of virtual reality, theoretical orientation, and interest in using virtual reality were found to be associated with perceptual measures [54]. Finally, an insight on the outcomes of full management of reality allows me to cite [55]: Training in virtual environments (VEs) has the potential to establish mental models and task mastery while providing a safe environment in which to practice. Based on Figure 1, mobile application design is influenced by four factors. The factors are independent from themselves and only indicate proximity relation by the degree of investment applied, and the direct responsiveness created on the final goal. Findings could help teachers to take advantage of the combination of affordances of mobile technology and Apps that actually improve some aspects of learning practice [12].

![Fig. 1. The Four Factors of Influence to Mobile Application Development](image)

**IV. RESULT & DISCUSSION**

This section analyses the results of the experiment.

**Strengths:**

1. Educational tool: e-learning breaks down the walls on professional learning and supports knowledge development and management [34].

![Figure 2: Benefits of e-Learning as Educational Tool](image)

2. Social Media: interacting and belonging to a bigger community, sharing information, engaging in constant education, mimicking the references, and branding [56].

3. Motivation: the use of mobile electronic devices or PCs in classroom has been effective in attracting and maintaining students’ attention and increasing their desire to participate in educational activities [57].

4. Virtual Reality: virtual reality has proved to be effective in the treatment of many psychological difficulties, such as keeping interest in a non-dynamic activity such as learning [54].

**V. CONCLUSION**

This is a timely topic because I want to develop an app that will aid children outside classroom, and athletes outside the fields. As the recent technology is changing abruptly, the
demand to make an electronic device that assists people on their performances is key. A new model based on 70 articles researched is presented to provide results on how the variables such as learning process, motivation, social networks, and virtual reality shapes the digital development process, and how this mobile app will affect changes in behavior by creating external learning opportunities that would not exist otherwise. Although the research has accomplished its objectives, there were some unavoidable limitations. The empirical data are limited to 70 qualitative articles and researches within the topic and its variables. The results of the study provide initial support for the use of a mobile app in delivering digital coaching through both physical activity promotion and behavior changes, proving that well developed applications can be used to aid children with learning difficulties, young athletes seeking extra field coaching, and parents concerned with their children development.
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